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EXHIBIT TIPS & TRICKS
A GUIDE FOR LIBRARIES & ARCHIVES PROFESSIONALS



Easels – For displaying book covers.  Can sometimes
be used to display open books.  

Softcover books and magazines will need a board 
support to keep the item from sagging or warping.

WHAT’S OUT THERE? HOW DO I USE IT?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why sometimes?  If you feel like you have to break the spine of a book, don’t do it!



WHAT’S OUT THERE? HOW DO I USE IT?

…make do with whatever is lying around. Take the 
time to find what you need and do it right!

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Making do is a don’t!



WHAT’S OUT THERE? HOW DO I USE IT?

Please don’t put a pamphlet, magazine, or softcover 
book into an easel without a board support.

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Softcover items are like babies – they can’t hold up their own necks.  Hold the neck! Not only does this look crummy, it damages the item – paper has memory, and it may never go flat again!  Can flop at the top, sag at the bottom – show catalog example.



WHAT’S OUT THERE? HOW DO I USE IT?

Board Supports - A piece of mat board is cut to the size of the item, and 
strapped in place.  This provides support for the item during exhibition.

Mat board is available in many colors from any framing or art supply 
store - make sure you use an acid-free matboard.  For long-term 
displays, choose a “Museum Grade” or “Conservation Matboard”.

Item Mat board 
(cut to size of the item)

Strapping



WHAT’S OUT THERE? HOW DO I USE IT?

Board Supports are also used to support foldouts during exhibition.

Ideally, the plate should be humidified and flattened before display. 
Strapping can be used to hold the plate in place.

 



Wedges – For displaying open books, or propping up closed 
books.  

Books can be attached to wedges with strapping to prevent 
slipping.

Weights can be place inside to prevent wedges from moving.
You can buy pre-made acrylic wedges, or you can make your 
own with matboard or acid-free corrugated board.

WHAT’S OUT THERE? HOW DO I USE IT?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Please don’t tape directly to the wedge!



Foam “Book Support System” – For displaying open 
books, or propping up closed books.  
Can be “slippery” and it is difficult to strap items to 
these cradles.
These are expensive, so use wisely!

WHAT’S OUT THERE? HOW DO I USE IT?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These belong to SPC, not the exhibits program – very expensive, not something SPC can afford to give out for long exhibits.  Not enough to go around – for use in the reading room.



WHAT’S OUT THERE? HOW DO I USE IT?

Please don’t use tape, velcro, or pins with the foam 
cradles.

And PLEASE don’t cut foam cradles down to size if 
they are too large.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
They are okay for short-term use in the reading room, but not for long-term use in a confined space.  As an example – they start out gray when new, and turn green when exposed to light!  



WHAT’S OUT THERE? HOW DO I USE IT?

Please don’t use the gray/green foam cradles. These 
cradles are made from open-cell foam, which off gases 
chemicals that will damage books.  

If you really need a foam cradle, please use the black 
foam cradles – these are made from closed cell 
Ethafoam, which is stable and will not off gas.

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
They are okay for short-term use in the reading room, but not for long-term use in a confined space.  As an example – they start out gray when new, and turn green when exposed to light!  



Cradles – For displaying open books.  Gives full support to the 
binding.  

You can buy pre-made acrylic cradles which will work for most 
modern books.  You can also make your own cradles with 
matboard, acid-free corrugated board, or Vivak.

WHAT’S OUT THERE? HOW DO I USE IT?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Only for SK cases because of time, cost of materials. We do so many exhibits around the library, it is not realistic to do it for all!  Vivak is $50 a sheet.   We have a lot of exhibit space, but I am only 1 person!



Sign Holders – For displaying text or other items consisting of a 
single sheet of paper. 

Do not use with original photographic prints, manuscript 
materials, vellum, or works of art of paper – pressure/direct 
contact with the item may cause damage.

WHAT’S OUT THERE? HOW DO I USE IT?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Doing this will cause them to break (show example).  



WHAT’S OUT THERE? HOW DO I USE IT?

Please don’t force comic books, magazine, pamphlets or 
anything besides a single sheet of paper into an acrylic sign 
holder.  They aren’t made for thick items, and will break! 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Please be kind to sign holders – can easily scratch or break (show example).



Acrylic Risers – Can give items extra height and make your 
display more visually interesting.

Protective Shield (Cookbook Holder) – For displaying open 
books.  Please do not use if you have to break the spine or force 
the book to open. A board support or space may be needed 
for some items.

WHAT’S OUT THERE? HOW DO I USE IT?



WHAT’S OUT THERE? HOW DO I USE IT?

Strapping is made from polyester or polyethylene plastic –
both are stable, and will not off gas. 

Strapping is used to hold pages open for exhibition, secure 
items to exhibit cradles, or prevent the textblock from 
sagging.

University Products – Product Information Sheet
http://staff.lib.msu.edu/caswellr/Strapping_Instructions.pdf

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Demo, show examples.  See handout from University Products.

http://staff.lib.msu.edu/caswellr/Strapping_Instructions.pdf


WHAT’S OUT THERE? HOW DO I USE IT?

Please use strapping to support the textblock of 
hardcover books.  This is especially important for large 
or fragile books. Don’t strap too tightly!

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Heavy textblocks will sag over time – strapping is suggested for large or fragile hardcover items. See examples!



WHAT’S OUT THERE? HOW DO I USE IT?

Without strapping, a 
sagging textblock
can cause the inner 
hinge to break.

In some cases, the 
weight of the 
textblock can cause 
it to rip itself out of its 
case.

     

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Heavy textblocks will sag over time – strapping is suggested for large or fragile hardcover items. See examples!



WHAT’S OUT THERE? HOW DO I USE IT?

In some cases, you 
may need to support 
a heavy or fragile 
textblock with a 
board support in 
addition to strapping.

Mat board is cut to 
size and strapped in 
place.









Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is not needed for every book – only heavy books, especially if this hinge is already loose!



WHAT’S OUT THERE? HOW DO I USE IT?

Mat board supports can also be used with open books.  In 
this instance, the board is supporting the textblock, while 
also holding the item open to the desired page.

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Unlike an easel, which will do almost the same thing, this allows you to choose the angle of opening – no need to force it open to be flat!



WHAT’S OUT THERE? HOW DO I USE IT?

Please don’t use old pieces of mystery foam, Styrofoam, bubble wrap, 
corrugated cardboard, mystery plastic, etc. to prop up items or create 
mounts.  These materials are not stable and will off gas chemicals that 
damage books and paper.

Not sure if something is safe to use in an exhibit case? Check out the 
Oddy test results in the Materials Database on the AIC Wiki.

  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’ve done my best to throw out all of the foam pieces, but some may be lingering.  Please throw them away!  The foam was once part of the book support system – DO NOT CUT THESE EVER.

http://www.conservation-wiki.com/wiki/Oddy_Tests:_Materials_Databases


CAN I USE THIS TAPE?

Scotch Tape Masking Tape Painter’s Tape

Packing Tape

#415 
Double 
Sided Tape

Washi Tape
Misc. Double 
Sided Tape Filmoplast P

NEVER use pressure sensitive tape of any kind directly on exhibit items!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Even if you’ve been using these tapes in the past – stop.  Don’t limit the tapes you should ot use to this list.  If its not in the exhibit supplies closet, don’t use it!  Not just the adhesive, but also the carrier, which is made of plastic. You might think its no big deal – carbon dioxide.



ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING & CONTROLS

- For most book and paper based items, ideal temperature for items 
on display is 68-72 degrees, 35-45% relative humidity.

- Regular environmental monitoring will keep you informed of 
potential problem times, can help make a case for better 
environmental controls.

- Bluetooth dataloggers placed 
inside exhibit cases allow you to 
take a reading without disturbing 
the item.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Currently only in Fine Arts cases, but may be added to others.



PLEASE DO…

…dust or clean exhibit cases and shelves before installing your 
exhibit.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is our collective responsibility to keep things clean. Dirty cases look bad, dust can damage books, attracts insects.



PLEASE DON’T…

…clean acrylic/plexiglass book stands or cases with Windex or 
other glass cleaners.  These cleaners create tiny scratches in the 
acrylic that make it appear cloudy. Specially formulated 
plexiglass cleaner should be used instead.

Microfiber dust cloths can be laundered and reused.

 



ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING & CONTROLS

- To help control humidity in exhibit cases, you can use silica gel 
cartridges or sheets (Artsorb, Raphid Pack, etc.).

- Silica gel will absorb and desorb moisture, helping to minimize 
fluctuations in humidity.

- Orange indicating gel will turn purple when it needs to be 
reconditioned, making it an easy to monitor solution.

OKAY RECONDITION

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Currently only in Fine Arts cases, but may be added to others.



LIGHT MONITORING

- Regular light monitoring can help prevent 
damage.

- A handheld light meter can be used to 
measure visible light levels (lux or footcandles)

- Inexpensive models are less than $20. (Models 
that measure UV and IR light are $1000+)

- A blue wool card is a low-tech light monitoring 
solution – cut the card into strips and place one 
in the dark as a control.  Check the other strips 
at pre-determined intervals to monitor when 
fading will occur.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Can get spreadsheet from Anita, or my staff web page. This helps me to be organized and makes sure I get all the info that I need from you!



LIGHT MONITORING

Ultraviolet (UV) light emits radiation which will cause items to fade, yellow, and 
embrittle. Light damage is irreversible.

Reduce UV exposure as much as possible.
- NEVER display items in direct sunlight.
- If exhibition area has windows, these should have UV glazing.  UV film is an 

aftermarket solution.
- Buy exhibit cases with UV glazing in the acrylic or glass.
- Add UV filters to fluorescent tube lights.
- Replace incandescent and fluorescent bulbs with LED bulbs – these are 

expensive but last a long time, emit no UV, and are better for the environment!

ALL visible light is damaging and light levels should be kept at appropriate levels to 
reduce damage.
- Install dimmers and dim lights in exhibition areas (make sure your bulbs are 

compatible!)
- Turn lights off in exhibition areas when not in use

- Consider motion sensors for gallery spaces
- Install timers on display case fixtures

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Can get spreadsheet from Anita, or my staff web page. This helps me to be organized and makes sure I get all the info that I need from you!



LIGHT MONITORING

Extremely Light Sensitive – Max 50 lux/5 footcandles for 3 months or less
*Display facsimile if possible*
- Albumen & tinted photographs
- Blueprints

- Salted paper prints
- Silk

Very Light Sensitive - Max 50 lux/5 footcandles for 6 months or less
*Consider facsimile for display*
- Poor quality paper (i.e. newsprint, 

brittle paper)
- Documents/drawings with ball point 

or felt tip pen ink, iron gall ink, 
colored pencils

- Dyed leather

- Photographs (including negatives, 
prints, slides, and direct positives)

- Textiles w/ organic dyes
- Colored papers
- Watercolors/hand colored 

illustrations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Can get spreadsheet from Anita, or my staff web page. This helps me to be organized and makes sure I get all the info that I need from you!



LIGHT MONITORING

Minimally Light Sensitive – Max 50-150 lux/5-15 footcandles for 24 months or less
- Leather (undyed)
- Wood

- Oil paintings
- Ivory and bone

Not Light Sensitive – No limit
- Stone
- Metal

- Glass
- Ceramics

Moderately Light Sensitive – Max 50-100 lux/5-10 footcandles for 12 months or less
- Paper in good condition
- Parchment/vellum
- Wood
- Paintings in tempera or mineral 

pigments

- Textiles w/ aniline dyes
- Pencil 
- Pastels
- Plastics

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Can get spreadsheet from Anita, or my staff web page. This helps me to be organized and makes sure I get all the info that I need from you!



PLEASE DON’T…

…hesitate to contact us with questions!

Bexx Caswell-Olson Marieka Kaye
caswellr@msu.edu marieka@umich.edu
517-884-0802 734-763-2045

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Can see this presentation and more on staff web.
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